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Joseph Carlucci
Co-Founder, CEO, Chairman American Renal Associates- Retired, remain on the Board.

Began career in renal disease in 1978. Started at Fresenius Medical Care. Founder and CEO of Optimal Renal Care a Joint Venture between Kaiser Permanente Southern CA and Fresenius Medical Care.

Co-Founder, CEO, and Chairman of startup company — American Renal Associates (ARA). Over 20+ years grew company to 257 Clinics located in 27 states and the District of Columbia. Took company public on the NYSE in 2016. ARA employed more than 6,500 staff members with approximately 500 staff members at our Corporate Headquarters in Beverly, MA. Sold company in a private transaction in 2021.

Recent Board Member:
• St. John’s Prep School in Danvers MA
• Colorado Centers for Reproductive Medicine (CCRM)
• Optimal Renal Care
• Renaissance Medical Care

Current Board:
• National Kidney Foundation – NE
• American Renal Associates

Graduated: Bentley University 1975
Steven Burke
Akebia Therapeutics
sburke@akebia.com
781-325-6775

Gastroenterologist with interest in helping treat kidney diseases. CMO at Akebia Therapeutics.
Megan Capozza

*Hope Health*

megally3@yahoo.com

401-477-0306

Megan currently resides in Barrington, RI. She is a mother of three and a hospice volunteer for Hope Health. She is a former Navy nurse, and also enjoys volunteer work involving military veterans.
Medical professional and business owner for 20 years. I am currently a speaker and business coach for small business owners around the country.
Paul Sacco
*Mint House*
pjsacco92@gmail.com
617-694-7576

Family of five personally, Head of Growth for Mint House-Short Term Stay, Flex Multi Family Hospitality.
Amit Sharma
Bayer
sharmaaxs@gmail.com
208-921-7445

Healthcare executive who is passionate about helping patients with chronic kidney disease.
I am a partner with Lockton, the world’s largest privately held insurance broker.
Karen Tubridy
Verseau Therapeutics
kltubridy@gmail.com
617-378-7999

Karen is biotech consultant passionate about developing innovative therapies that address critical medical needs including those that affect individuals with kidney disease.
Alexis Tzannes
*Blink, an Amazon Company*
alexis@tzannes.net
781-267-0907

Software and Imaging professional with experience in medical imaging and home security. For years he was an active member of the JPEG Standards Body and most recently was part of the team that started Blink, a home security camera startup that was acquired by Amazon in 2017.